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1 Introduction

One of the challenges of aspect-based sentiment analysis (ABSA) is the need
for large amounts of annotated data. The data scarcity is even more prevalent
for languages other than English, including Dutch. In my thesis [6], I aim at
bypassing this issue by using customer reviews from the webshop Bol.com, and
considering the “plus” and “minus” points provided by customers as aspects with
a sentiment label. This research explores two methods: using a multi-task model
and performing the tasks of aspect extraction and classification separately. The
predictions are evaluated using both an automatic and a human evaluation.

Previous research in ABSA for Dutch [1, 2] uses pipeline approaches with
multiple NLP components. Similarly to [5], this research is instead based on a
multi-task GPT-2 [7] (and, in particular, a version adapted for Dutch [10]), but
uses fortuitous data for fine-tuning. This approach is compared to a GPT-2 and
BERT approach (specifically, BERTje [9]); BERT has also been used for ABSA,
albeit in different setups [4,8] and, to the best of my knowledge, never for Dutch.

2 Method

Data. The dataset consists of 298,109 customer reviews about electrical appli-
ances, retrieved from Bol.com. Each review contains a text and a list of positive
and negative aspects (‘pros’ and ‘cons’). For example, consider the following
review: This laptop is super fast, but it overheats quickly., with associated the
pros good quality, and the cons expensive and overheats quickly. To create a
dataset containing only aspects that are explicitly mentioned in the review (e.g.,
removing good quality), I use the pre-trained fastText Dutch embeddings [3]. I
calculate the cosine similarity between the average vector of each aspect and the
vector of each word in the review text. If the similarity is above the empirically
found threshold of 0.83, I assume the aspect is mentioned in the review. Finally,
I split the remaining 29,848 reviews into a training, validation and testing set.
Method. Method one, Multi-task GPT-2, uses a pre-trained Dutch GPT-2
model [10] for both aspect extraction and classification simultaneously. I fine-
tune the model to output pros and cons when prompted with a review text.

For the second method, GPT-2 and BERT, the aspect extraction is almost
identical to the first method. In this case, I fine-tune GPT-2 to output aspects
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Table 1. Automatic and human evaluation results

GPT-2 and BERT Multi-task GPT-2

automatic human automatic human

Aspect extraction (accuracy) 0.547 0.632 0.485 0.551

Sentiment classification (F1) 0.987 0.945 0.979 0.943

only, rather than specified pros and cons. Next, I fine-tune BERTje [9] to output
a sentiment label for each aspect and corresponding review.
Evaluation. The automatic evaluation uses word embeddings and their cosine
similarity to compare the model predictions to the plus and minus points given
by customers. The human evaluation consists of an online survey which asks the
respondents whether an aspect is positive, negative or not mentioned, given a
review. The survey contains 100 reviews. Each review is annotated by taking the
majority vote of at least three and on average six responses.

3 Discussion and Conclusion

The results are presented in Table 1. For the aspect extraction task, the GPT-
2 and BERT method appears to have the best performance. The automatic
evaluation is too strict in declaring aspects irrelevant, since both methods score
higher on the human evaluation.

For the aspect sentiment classification task, both methods score similarly
high. GPT-2 and BERT slightly outperforms multi-tasked GPT-2, although both
methods achieve F1 scores very close to 1, meaning they labelled all sentiments
almost perfectly. However, that does bring into question the validity of the eval-
uation. Since I can only evaluate generated aspects that are mentioned in the
review according to the extraction evaluation, I can only evaluate a relatively
small part of the testing data. This is the part that was mentioned explicitly in
the review, which could mean it is also the easier part to find the sentiment of.

Overall, the GPT-2 and BERT method outperforms the multi-task GPT-2
method. This could be because the former uses two separate models for the two
separate tasks, while the multi-task GPT-2 model has to divide its capabilities
over two tasks. Hence, it makes sense that it performs a little less well.

In conclusion, both methods show that customer review data can be used
to fine-tune a language model for an aspect-based sentiment analysis task. The
combination of GPT-2 and BERT outperforms multi-task GPT-2. The perfor-
mance on the aspect extraction task can be improved upon in future work.
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